The design of routing protocols for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has been traditionally tackled by assuming battery-powered sensors, in which minimizing the power consumption was the main objective. Advances in technology and the ability to harvest energy from the environment has enabled self-sustaining systems and thus diminish the significance of network lifetime considerations in the design of WSNs. Although WSNs operated by energy-harvesting sensors are not limited by network lifetime, they still pose new design challenges due to the unstable and uncertain amount of energy that can be harvested from the environment. In this paper, we propose a new protocol for energy-harvesting sensor networks that uses adaptive transmission power to maintain the network connectivity, and distributes the traffic load on the network. Based on local information, each node dynamically adjusts its transmission power in order to maximize the network's end-to-end performance. The simulation results indicate that the proposed protocol keeps the network connected at most of the times by using an efficient power management, outperforming greedy forwarding and dynamic duty cycle protocols in terms of packet delivery ratio, delay, and power management. and actuators in everyday objects. Connecting these objects to the Internet to share information with other services and people at the large scale, triggers the concept of Internet of Things (IoT), [1] . These uniquely identifiable heterogeneous devices aim to make the Internet ubiquitous and pervasive, and open the possibilities to have several smart applications such as health care [2], smart transportation [3], smart environment monitoring [4], home automation [5] , and many more.
Introduction
Ubiquitous sensing enabled by evolution of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) technologies affects many areas of our daily lives. The ability of sensors to measure, infer, and understand environmental conditions let us think about the seamless integration and proliferation of sensors
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and Distributed Transmission Power Control (ADTPC), which is a novel cross-layer protocol for EH powered IoT applications that uses adaptive transmission power to improve the overall performance of the network. ADTPC scheme uses the information provided by the physical layer about the harvested energy as well as information provided by the MAC sublayer regarding the channel conditions to decide the best possible route to transfer the packets. The main concept of the proposed method is to increase the transmission range of the nodes that have higher levels of energy when neighboring relay nodes have low energy levels. At the same time, the protocol tries to avoid transmitting packets that use the nodes that are in critical energy levels. We also consider signal propagation conditions for every link for a more realistic communication, and compare the ADTPC to the greedy forwarding and the typical dynamic duty cycle techniques with energy harvesting. However, this method can be applied and used in any routing protocol or algorithm to improve end to end performance of the network. Using ADTPC, we show that the network maintains connectivity, and the packet delivery ratio can be maximized, while endto-end delay is minimized.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work in MAC and routing protocols for energy-harvesting sensor networks, highlighting the open issues and challenges. The proposed ADTPC protocol and the system model are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 discusses and analyzes the results obtained from performance evaluation. Section 5 introduces the statistical behavior of the connectivity in the network topology and shows how it is improved by the proposed protocol. Finally, the conclusions are in Section 6, where the contribution of the paper is summarized and future actions are highlighted.
Related Work
Typically, in battery powered devices, the power management design goal is to maximize the network lifetime by minimizing the energy consumption [9, 10] , while dealing with performance constraints. Energy harvesting might be used as a supplement to the battery energy to maximize the lifetime. Otherwise, it can be used at an appropriate rate such that the system continues to operate perennially, which is called energy neutral operation mode, [11] . Although, IoT operated by energy-harvesting devices is not limited by network lifetime, it still poses new design challenges due to the unstable and uncertain amount of energy that can be harvested from the environment. This uncertainty imposes some serious networking-related design challenges in MAC and routing protocols.
The path selection in multi-hop WSNs is a challenging task. The shortest distance between the sender and the corresponding receiver is not always the best path to minimize energy consumption or end-to-end delay. Distributing the traffic among various network paths is a straightforward approach to maximize network lifetime in traditional WSNs. For routing in energy harvesting wireless sensor networks (EH-WSNs), several researchers have considered energy harvesting and consumption models in route decision making as a solution, [12] . Figure 1 shows the general classification of the routing protocols in EH-WSNs. Voigt, et.al ., [13] , presented a routing scheme for solar powered sensors nodes. The algorithm searches and selects a minimum path between the sender and the receiver, and propagates all the traffic from the selected path preferably using solar powered nodes. The experimental results show that the solar-aware routing techniques improve energy efficiency in various network setups. Authors in [14] used different parameters such as residual energy on the rechargeable battery, replenishment rate and required energy for packet transmission as decision metrics for selecting routes. 3
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Lattanzi, et.al., [15] , proposed a different approach for extending and improving the minimum path routing for EH-WSNs. Randomized Weighted Minimum Path (R-WMP) integrates power requirement of each link and the number of hops for path selection. In another extension called Randomized Minimum Path Energy (R-MPE), an algorithm chooses the path that minimizes the energy consumption. In [16] , authors proposed and extension for Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH), called Solar Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (sLEACH) routing in solar-powered sensor networks. The main idea is to give a higher probability to solar-powered nodes with high remaining energy to become cluster heads. The results indicated that this idea can improve the network lifetime significantly.
In [17] , authors proposed Geographic Routing with Environmental Energy Supply (GREES) that considered the quality of the wireless links in addition to residual energy, energy consuming rate, energy harvesting rate, and distance to the receiver. Authors in [18] used duty cycling node and opportunistic forwarding as their routing scheme. When a sender broadcasts a data frame, any node that is closer to the sink and is available to forward traffic, rebroadcasts the frame. In this scheme, usually an energy profile of nodes is used to change the duty cycle of the nodes in the network. Thus, when nodes have higher levels of residual energy, they use higher duty cycle and when they have low levels of energy they reduce their duty cycle.
RouƟng Protocols

LEACH-based
Minimum Cost Greedy Forwarding [19] , proposed an energy harvesting routing (EHR) that uses residual energy and energy harvesting rate of the neighboring nodes to locally select the best optimal hop. In [20] , authors proposed another LEACH based routing protocol that uses harvested energy and consumed energy ratio for cluster head (CH) selection, and gave to the harvested energy a higher priority. Dong, Yunquan, et.al., [21] , present a cluster-based routing protocol, referred to as the distance-and-energy-aware routing with energy reservation (DEARER) where CH nodes participate relaying packets from non-cluster-head nodes to the sink. However, DEARER gives more priority to the nodes that are closer to the sink or have higher harvesting rate to become cluster heads.
The research community paid more attention to develop and design specific MAC protocols for EH-WSNs. Existing MAC protocols can be classified into two major approaches: synchronous and asynchronous ( Figure 2 ). The main characteristic of synchronous MAC protocols is their requirement for time synchronization. Most of synchronous schemes employ duty-cycle operation. They use a scheduling algorithm to control the sleep and wakeup cycles of the nodes. Synchronous MAC protocols can be divided into three major paradigms: CSMA based, TDMA based and hybrid which is a combination of those two. In contrast to the synchronous approach, in the asynchronous scheme each node has a duty cycle that is independent of the rest of the nodes. Since asynchronous MAC protocols do not require synchronization and storing schedules, they have less storage and computation overheads compared to those of the synchronous scheme. It can be further divided into two major sub-categories, namely Preamble based (transmitter-M A N U S C R I P T initiated) and Beacon based (receiver-initiated).
MAC Protocols
Synchronous Asynchronous
CSMA-based TDMA-based Hybrid Preamble Beaconing As it has been discussed, in EH-WSNs the amount of harvested energy varies for different nodes depending on time and space. Therefore, having a network-wide synchronization is not efficient, which makes synchronous MAC protocols not suitable to be employed for EH-WSNs. On the other hand, asynchronous MAC protocols can support individual schedules, making them more suitable to be employed for EH-WSNs. Among asynchronous approaches, researchers have shown that receiver initiated (beacon based) MAC protocols show lower idle listening periods, and are performing better for energy harvesting, [22] . There are several beacon-based MAC protocols proposed for EH-WSNs, some of which we describe in the following.
Energy Harvesting MAC (EH-MAC) [23] , is a multi-hop receiver-initiated probabilistic polling MAC protocol for EH-WSNs. The idea comes from the unpredictability of energy harvesting, where receivers do not know which nodes are awake to perform the packet transmission, thus, instead of carrying the ID of a specific sensor, the polling packets contain a contention probability P c parameter. If a node receives a polling packet, it compares the probability with its own randomly generated number to decide whether to remain in the receiving state or to switch to the charging state. Authors proposed two different schemes to adjust the dynamic contention probability namely Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) and Estimated Numbers of Active Neighbors (ENAN) algorithms.
Energy Adaptive MAC (EA-MAC) [24] is proposed for single-hop WSNs powered by radiofrequency (RF) energy. A network formed in a star topology and an RF-emitting sink node (also called master node) transfer energy to surrounding EH nodes. The master node is always awake to distribute RF energy and receive data packets while sensor nodes use the node energy harvesting status to tune between active and sleep status. A node turns off its radio transmitter and puts its processor into the sleep state to save and harvest energy at the same time. A node changes status from sleep to active when the level of harvested energy is equal to the energy required to transmit a packet. In the active state, a node contends for the channel to perform data transmission using CSMA/CA scheme. Similar to the unslotted CSMA/CA algorithm in IEEE 802.15.4, a node adaptively manages the contention period using the Energy Adaptive Contention algorithm (EAC) to satisfy fairness, where back-off time is controlled by the average amount of harvested energy .
On Demand MAC (ODMAC) protocol, [25] , is a beacon based, asynchronous MAC protocol proposed specially for EH-WSNs. As other beacon-based MAC protocols, each receiver periodically broadcasts a beacon, which indicates the receiver is ready to receive incoming packets. The nodes that have packets to send, listen to the channel for an appropriate beacon. After re-
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ceiving a beacon, to avoid interference, nodes trigger a random back-off timer to wait. After the timer expires, the data transmission takes place. By finishing each successful transmission, the receiver starts sending a new beacon. Using this method, ODMAC eliminates the idle listening in the receiver side. ODMAC uses opportunistic forwarding method to reduce the packet delay. Instead of waiting for the specific beacon, if the transmitter receives any beacon from the node which is included in the list of potential forwarders, the transmitter starts forwarding a frame to the owner of the first beacon received. The list of potential forwarders is obtained from the routing protocol and usually includes all the nodes that are closer to the sink.
As one can see, most protocols do not use power control to save energy. In this paper, we study the effect of power control on the overall performance of the network using greedy forwarding method. Based on the network topology and node locations, different nodes in the network consume different amounts of energy, and possibly harvest different amounts of energy. Thus, having an adaptive transmission power control in energy harvesting sensor networks can be a suitable approach, which is studied in the following section.
Adaptive and Distributed Transmission Power Control (ADTPC)
Most of the routing protocols in battery powered WSNs focus on extending the network lifetime. However, in energy-harvesting sensor networks, the network lifetime is not bounded by the limited battery power. On the other hand, the stochastic and time-varying nature of the ambient energy source makes necessary to consider a dynamic routing algorithm that can adapt itself to the variation of availability of energy and environmental conditions. Therefore, a new set of objectives is necessary to be considered for routing in energy-harvesting sensor networks. This section introduces our approach for an efficient routing scheme, which efficiently uses the harvested energy to improve performance in energy harvesting sensor networks.
Our approach can be considered a data-centric routing protocol, which focuses on the aggregation of information from sensor nodes to the Fusion Center (FC). In the data-centric approach, usually the nodes that are closer to the FC are going to relay large amounts of traffic from the sensors on the outskirts of the network. Therefore, these nodes are going to deplete their energy faster than other sensors in the network. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3 , where 50 nodes randomly distributed in a square of 500 meters per side form a network and the FC is placed at the center of the area. The lines between nodes indicate the working topology of the network based on greedy forwarding at each specific round of the simulation (indicated by the number enclosed by a rectangle). Red stars indicate the out of energy sensors and green squares indicate disconnected nodes. In this work we refer to "inactive nodes" as the nodes that run out of energy and are unable to operate until they harvest enough energy for the normal operation mode, and "disconnected nodes" as the nodes that have enough energy to transmit, but they have no route to the FC. As it can be seen, node 18 with coordinates (x, y) = (279, 385), is relaying heavy traffic towards the FC and runs out of energy in round 70. Consequently, nodes 18, 48, 23, 9 and 33 are out of energy in round 156. It is interesting to see that all the traffic from the upper part of the network is relayed through node 3 with coordinates (x, y) = (230, 311), and it is expected to run out of energy soon. As it is illustrated, in round 164 after several nodes near the FC run out of energy, many nodes become disconnected from the network. Therefore, our main objective with the proposed technique is to avoid having disconnected nodes in the network by using transmission power control. 
System Model
We assume that perpetually-powered FC is placed at the center of the network and a set N of N energy-harvesting sensors (EHSs) are randomly distributed in a two-dimensional network. A simple beacon-based MAC protocol is assumed in this paper for medium access.
We consider that each node i ∈ N generates and transmits their event reports periodically to a fusion center at the rate of λ events per second over a time-varying wireless channel. Each cycle that nodes sense and transmit is considered a round. These packets are routed through the network and are forwarded to the FC in a greedy manner. In a greedy forwarding, each node forwards the message to the neighbor that is closer to the FC based on only local information. Thus, in this network, each node forwards the packet to the neighbor which has a lower distance (hop-count) to the FC. Therefore, each node (except nodes on the outskirts of the network) works as a relay for its neighboring sensor nodes. Thus, total traffic that node i transmits at each round, tr t i , is the summation of the traffic it relays, tr r i , and the sensing traffic it generates, tr s i . We have then
where s i is the sensing period of node i. Nodes consider one-hop neighbors, those nodes that are
within a transmission range of each other at the default energy level. After network deployment, each node is aware of its upstream and downstream neighboring nodes. In each round, nodes send their packets towards the fusion center using downstream nodes. Each node might have more than one downstream neighbor. Thus, each node selects the forwarder node using the probability expressed in Eq. (2) . For example, if a node has 3 downstream nodes, the probability of selecting each node is 1/3. Let D i be the set of potential forwarding nodes for node i, i.e., downstream nodes for node i, define also n i =| D i | as the cardinality of set D i , and t i as the beacon period of node i, then the probability that node i forwards the traffic to node j is defined as
If we consider all the nodes having the same beacon period, the probability can be simply expressed as p i, j = 1 n i . Let U i be the set of nodes for which node i is a potential forwarding node, i.e., upstream nodes for node i. Define m i =| U i | as cardinality of the set U i . Thus, the total traffic transmitted by sensor node i is given by tr t i , which is obtained as follows
Packet Delivery and Outage Model
If the packet does not reach the FC, the packet is dropped, and a measurement outage occurs. Outage might occur due to channel conditions, or shortage of remaining energy at a node, or disconnected link. It is assumed that nodes are location-aware (e.g., equipped with GPS, or sensors have localization information available) and can communicate with neighbors in the coverage region. We refer to the coverage region of a sensor as a circular region centered on it, whose radius is determined by the transmission power and the path loss model. The path loss is modeled as a log-distance path loss model, [26] . Defining P T dB as the transmission power in dB, n as the path loss exponent, and P R dB (d) as the average received power in dB at separation distance d, we have
Assuming that the path loss follows a normal distribution in dB, we can write the above equation as
where, X σ ∼ N (0, σ) is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and standard deviation σ in dB. Thus, P R dB (d) is also Gaussian distributed, and we can see that
In order for the received signal to be readable at the receiver, the received power should be higher than the receiver sensitivity, γ dB . Therefore, as P R dB (d) is Gaussian distributed, to 8
calculate the probability of a successful received signal P P R dB (d) > γ dB , we use the Q-function to calculate the tail probability of the standard normal distribution, [26] . Thus, we have
To demonstrate and model the effect of multiple packet collisions, we define the neighbor density for node i, µ i , as follows
where N i is the total number of neighbors that node i has, r is the transmission range of node i and A is the area covered by node i. Then the neighbor density parameter µ i of node i, is associated with the noise floor F (the sum of all the unwanted signals produced by other sources), in such a way that the more neighboring nodes a sensor has, the higher the noise floor is, hence decreasing the probability of a successful delivery of a packet. Thus, the final probability of packet delivery is calculated as
.
As the probability of successful reception of a packet is a function of distance and distances are different, thus, the probability in (8) can vary for each node in the next hop. For each packet generated by each node, it will be delivered to the next hop with a probability of P P R dB (d) > γ dB at each round.
It is assumed that each node is equipped with a supercapacitor with negligible storage inefficiency to store its harvested energy. Supercapacitor helps the EHSs to partially overcome the randomness in the energy harvested.
Energy Harvesting Model
For energy harvesting, there are several models that are considered such as the leaky-bucket model [11] , the Markov model [27] , the Bernoulli model [28] , etc. In this paper, solar powered sensors are considered, the amount of harvested energy depends on the light intensity at each physical location. For example, consider some solar powered sensors distributed randomly in a field. It is reasonable to consider the nodes in the same vicinity to have light with the same intensity. Thus, nodes harvest with different probability, depending on the environment they are operating in, as depicted in Figure 4 , where E t x represents the nodes' energy level at time t, E h t x represents the node harvesting rate at time t and Γ t x represents the power consumption at time t. Therefore, to emulate this effect, the network is divided into different regions and at each region, nodes harvest with the same probability η i (see Figure 5 ). The effect of random harvested energy is expressed as follows
where η i is the probability of harvesting energy in region i, which is a uniformly distributed random number between [0.5, 1]. E max is the harvested energy corresponding to the highest light intensity. The η i value 0.5 is considered to mimic a partially clouded area where nodes in that region can harvest with half the value of E max , and η i = 1 represents a clear sky where nodes can harvest energy with the highest ratio. Recall that N is the set of sensor nodes distributed in the network, then the node residual power (NRP) of each node i, i ∈ N is calculated as
where t is the beacon duration, and C max is the maximum power capacity that a node capacitor can have. NRP is quantized into three levels: stable, medium, and critical which are defined as
where power parameters α, β, and γ are tunable parameters that can be modified based on the application or network requirements for a better performance. With the definition of these three 10
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T levels, we can define which nodes can increase transmission power and which nodes need to operate with default transmission power. A node increases its transmission power if it has neighboring downstream nodes in the critical status and if its own status is stable.
Protocol description
In our routing protocol, each node locally maintains a one-hop neighbor list and their locations, where one-hop neighbors are those sensors that are within a transmission range of each other at the default power level. Each node announces its distance to the FC in a beacon packet and nodes forward their information and relay data opportunistically to a neighbor that has lower hop-count to the FC. Instead of waiting for a specific receiver, based on the arrival beacon, a sender forwards its data to a sensor with lower hop-count towards the FC. Once a node energy drops below certain threshold γ, the node requests its neighbors to increase their transmission power. The nodes that receive this request check their energy level, and based on the amount of available energy that they have, they decide to increase their transmission power or continue at the current mode. Using this method, nodes that are farther from the FC can reach it in less hops, and low energy nodes can be excluded from handling heavy traffic. Consider a network illustrated in Figure 6 (a). Each node is sending the data to its neighbor with lower hop-count towards the FC. As it can be seen, node d is the bottleneck of the network. Once node d runs out of power ( Figure 6(b) ), nodes a, b and c get disconnected from the rest of the network, which is a normal situation in most of the EH-WSNs routing protocols. In ADTPC, once node d goes under certain critical energy level, it will announce to its neighbors to increase their transmission power, which eventually results in longer effective transmission range. As it is illustrated in Figure 6(c) , nodes a and c increase power and now they can reach nodes e and f, respectively. Therefore, there would be lower traffic load on node d and it can still be part of the network and operate normally, while harvesting energy. However, increasing the transmission power to reach farther comes with a cost. To increase the transmission range nodes must increase transmission power and consume more energy than in the normal operation mode. Thus, ADTPC forces nodes to go back to their normal transmission power once their energy level falls under certain threshold. It needs to be highlighted that nodes are harvesting energy constantly and their energy level changes frequently during the network lifetime.
ADTPC pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 1. Nodes start by listening for beacon packets from neighbors, Ngh i for sensor i. Once the beacon packet is received, the node checks the 11
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flag for changing transmission power, ChT P. If the flag is active and NRP i is greater than α, it increases its transmission power to δ. If node is in medium power condition β ≤ NRP i < α, it increases its power to θ (θ < δ). However, if node i is in low power condition γ ≤ NRP i < β, it does not change its transmission power and it operates with the default transmission power. The power parameters, α, β, γ, δ and θ are tunable parameters that can be modified based on the application or network requirements for better performance. 
Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the proposed protocol is studied using numerical evaluation in MATLAB. Several performance metrics such as packet delivery ratio (PDR), end-to-end delay, and power consumption are studied. Also, network behavior is analyzed under several conditions. The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with the normal greedy forwarding and the simple dynamic duty cycle (DDC) protocols. We consider initially a 1000 m × 1000 m network environment in which a total of 100 nodes are deployed randomly. We assume that each node is aware of its location and the distance (hop-count) to the FC. Nodes broadcast 12 their hop-count distance to the FC and their available power through the beacon packet. Each node produces an event in each 30 second interval. The event can be considered as a local measurement of some parameters from the environment such as temperature, humidity, vibration, etc. The nodes forward the measurement data to the FC. For the transmission of one event (transmitting its measurement or relaying the neighbors' data) each node uses 1 unit of power, while harvesting 6 units of power in each round. We assume each node is equipped with a supercapacitor such as 3FNESSCAP [29] , for energy storage for harvested energy. At the initial stage, the supercapacitor is considered fully charged and it can hold up enough power for 300 events. Results shown are the average of 50 runs with different network setups and 90% confidence intervals. General simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1 . Figure 7 illustrates the number of inactive nodes in the network against number of rounds. Recall that a node becomes inactive when it runs out of energy. As it can be observed from the results, DDC and greedy forwarding show slightly similar performance in the network with 100 nodes (16% inactive nodes), while ADTPC protocol shows the lowest number of inactive nodes (8%) in the network. The three protocols initiate with similar performance (up to round 10), and then ADTPC balances the traffic with increasing transmission power to avoid the creation of bottleneck nodes and their eventual inactive state by consumption of energy. By increasing the number of sensor nodes to 200, ADTPC shows a sharp increase in first 50 rounds, and later the network converges to a stable state with an average of 17% of inactive nodes. The reason behind the sharp increase is that several nodes increase their transmission range and consume more power before the network reaches stable state. Meanwhile, DDC shows the highest inactive ratio with 25%, and the greedy forwarding shows 22% average of inactive nodes in the network. As most of the network traffic is forwarded through the nodes closer to the FC, those nodes die faster in greedy forwarding. In DDC, those nodes may still have energy, but DDC forces them to sleep and not to participate in transmissions, which eventually makes them inactive occasionally. However, in the proposed method, when the nodes find out about low energy neighbors, they increase transmission power to reach farther in the network, and indirectly reduce the traffic load on the low energy nodes.
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Once the nodes closer to the FC run out of energy, in some cases, it results in several nodes being disconnected from the rest of the network. The effect of disconnected nodes is depicted Figure 8 for a network with 100 and 200 nodes. As it can be seen, the high percentage of inactive nodes in DDC and greedy protocols leads to high percentage of disconnected nodes. It is shown that on average, DDC and greedy forwarding have 20% of the nodes disconnected from the network in each round. On the other hand, in ADTPC, the network stays connected most of the time and there is noticeably a lower number of disconnected nodes compared to that of the other methods. However, by increasing the number of nodes from 100 to 200, DDC and greedy forwarding show lower disconnected node ratio due to higher number of nodes around the FC and more possible routes. Meanwhile, ADTPC achieves the same result as with 100 nodes, and outperforms the existing approaches. It is needed to be highlighted that, in the proposed method due to the dynamic transmission power management that results in indirect load balancing, the inactive nodes are not always the nodes that are near the FC. Thus, most of the time, nodes do not get fully disconnected from the network. Performance of the protocols in terms of PDR is shown in Figure 9 . As it is explained in the previous results, ADTPC keeps the network connected by trying to distribute the traffic load on the network and by avoiding the creation of inactive nodes around the FC. This results in higher PDR as it is shown in this result. As it can be observed from the figure, DDC and greedy forwarding are showing slightly similar performance in a network with 100 nodes and they converge to 45 percent PDR, while ADTPC reaches steady state and achieves 65% of PDR. During the first 100 rounds, the PDR degrades for all the protocols, but ADTPC shows the lowest degradation ratio compared to other protocols. By increasing the nodes in the network to 200, all the protocols show the same pattern and still the ADTPC can achieve twice as much PDR compared to existing approaches. It needs to be mentioned that in the proposed protocol, due to increasing transmission power and eventually more interference in the network, in first 50 rounds it shows slightly lower PDR compared to the other methods. However, the proposed method reaches steady state faster than other protocols and shows higher PDR. Figure 10 depicts the result of the average end-to-end delay in the network. As it can be seen, by running the network for several rounds, delay slightly increases for all the protocols because some nodes are out of the operation and initial routes are not available. However, ADTPC Figure 11 ). On the other hand, in some cases for DDC and greedy forwarding, the number of hop-count increases sharply due to several inactive nodes around the FC, which results in inefficient and less possible routes.
In the remaining of the section, DDC results are omitted as they follow the behavior of the greedy forwarding algorithm. The average path length in each round is illustrated in Figure  11 . As it can be seen, when 100 nodes are deployed in the network, greedy routing delivers the packet to the FC in an average of 6 hops, while the value is 4 for ADTPC. It is because of changing transmission power and consequently transmission range in ADTPC, where nodes can reach farther in the network and deliver the packets using less hops. By increasing the network Figure 12 illustrates the average residual energy at each round. As it can be observed, ADTPC uses more energy on average due to distributing the traffic as well as increasing transmission power. It can be seen, that the average remaining energy converges to a steady state of 37% and 30% of initial power for 100 nodes and 200 nodes, respectively. However, in greedy forwarding, the average remaining energy reaches steady state of 70% and 60% for 100 nodes and 200 nodes, respectively. The reason is that in greedy forwarding the power management is not 16 M A N U S C R I P T considered and some nodes run out of energy while some nodes have a full capacitor, but will not be connected. While, ADTPC tries to balance power and traffic at the same time. The average energy consumed for each successful packet is depicted in Figure 13 . As it can be seen, when 100 nodes are deployed in the network, ADTPC uses around one more unit of energy compared to the greedy algorithm. However, by increasing the number of nodes, it can be seen after 400 rounds, ADTPC reaches stable condition and shows lower value compared to that of the greedy forwarding. This is due to having a higher node density and multiple route options, which eventually make the nodes less likely to increase their transmission power. It can be concluded that although ADTPC uses higher average energy per node, it has a higher packet delivery ratio. In other words, it uses the harvested energy more rigorously in order to improve network end-to-end performance such as PDR and delay.
Network Topology Behavior
We have seen with the results in the previous section, that the ADTPC algorithm performs better than the greedy algorithm. One of the reasons is that when the sensors use adaptively different transmission power ranges, the network increases connectivity of the sensors. Recall that the transmission range of a sensor is adjusted when neighbors have critical energy levels, thus using other sensors to transmit information to the fusion center. This action also helps those sensors in critical energy levels to recover by the energy harvesting process. When energy levels are back up to normal, then the transmission range is adjusted back again to the default transmission power.
In order to visualize this, we carry out a statistical analysis of the network. During the simulation, we generated for each round m an indicator random variable X m as follows X m = 1, at least a sensor is disconnected, 0, otherwise. We can see that {X m , m ≥ 0} is a stochastic process indicating those rounds where at least one sensor in the network is disconnected, and hence unable to transmit its information to the FC. This event occurs when a sensor becomes inactive due to the lack of energy and such sensor is a relay of other sensors, and then these sensors will be unable to transmit their information. One can see that the adjustment of the transmission range in the ADTPC technique would be able to connect some of those sensors that were using such relay sensor. Also, {X m , m ≥ 0} can be considered as an on/off process as shown in Figure 14 . We are interested in the duration of the on periods in the {X m , m ≥ 0} process, because it represents the duration of time that a component of the network topology (group of sensors) is disconnected and kept from transmitting information to the fusion center. So we perform 18 M A N U S C R I P T the counting for the duration of the on periods (disconnected state) and generate the process {Y ON,k , k ≥ 1} as shown in the same Figure 14 . We simulated different network setups for 10,000 rounds. Once we have the process {Y ON,k , k ≥ 1}, we obtain its statistics for both scenarios in the network (the greedy and ADTPC algorithms). First, we see if some known distribution can represent the behavior of the disconnected state of the network. To do this, we obtain pp-plots comparing the data obtained from the simulation to a Weibull distribution and to an exponential distribution, these are shown in Figure 15 . The Weibull distribution that was considered has a probability density function (pdf) with two parameters given by [30] f
Parameters ω > 0 (scale parameter) and η > 0 (shape parameter) were obtained for both, the greedy and the ADTPC algorithms. In both cases, parameter η was close to one, i.e., 1.10 for the greedy, and 1.17 for the ADTPC algorithm. With a unitary value of η, the Weibull distribution becomes the exponential distribution with parameter 1/ω. Thus, data will fit better to an exponential distribution. From figures 15(a) -(d), we can see that for both (greedy and ADTPC algorithms), the fit is better for the exponential distribution (figures 15(c) and (d)) than for the Weibull distribution. Once we have a description of the statistical behavior, we proceed to obtain the cumulative distribution function (cdf) and the corresponding probability density function (pdf). Figure 16 shows the complementary cdf (ccdf), the histograms and the pdfs for both algorithms. We can see the close match for the exponential distribution for the ccdf and that the exponential pdf closely resembles the histograms of both algorithms.
In Figure 16 (a), we can see that the ADTPC has a smaller proportion of time in disconnected states of the network and that those disconnected states have durations that are also smaller than those for the greedy algorithm. This can also be seen in the pdf of Figure 16 (b) because the tail of the pdf for the greedy algorithm is heavier than that for the ADTPC, thus resulting in higher probabilities of having longer periods of disconnected states for the greedy algorithm. This is also evident when the index of dispersion (variance / mean) is calculated for the simulation data obtained in the process {Y ON,k , k ≥ 1}, resulting for the greedy algorithm in an index of dispersion of ρ = 258.0448/16.8651 = 16.0638, whereas for ADTPC we have ρ = 110.3442/11.7352 = 10.5045, which represents the effects of the adjustment of transmission range on connectivity in the network. This brief statistical analysis of the topology behavior is part of the reason why the proposed algorithm outperforms the greedy algorithm.
Conclusion
This paper proposed a new routing protocol for energy-harvesting sensor network by exploiting the benefits of changing the transmission power dynamically. Based on the local information of the neighboring nodes' energy, each node independently decides about dynamically changing its transmission power for communication. Once the nodes are in critical power condition, they announce their power level to the neighbors and neighboring nodes decide to increase their transmission power based on their residual power condition. Using this method, traffic load on the low power node decreases and consequently it results in load balancing in the network and an increase of connected sensors. Simulation results indicate that the proposed protocol outperforms existing protocols and achieves better end-to-end network performance. We also introduced a statistical description of the connectivity of the network to explain the performance improvement of the proposed protocol. For route selection, in this paper we followed the greedy forwarding scheme. However, in the future other network and link parameters such as link quality, density, energy harvesting and consumption rate are going to be considered for route selection, which we believe leads to improvement in the performance metrics. 
